CARAT+ TO MAKE DAZZLING RETURN TO ANTWERP IN MAY 2018
WITH NEW PARTNERS AND SHOW FEATURES
Press Release: January 2018

The second edition of The World’s Premier Diamond Event, CARAT+, will open at the Antwerp Expo
Belgium on May 6, introducing new show features and welcoming leading industry professionals from
across the globe.
Launched for the first time in 2017, CARAT+ won the praise of exhibitors and visitors alike with its
glamorous trade show floor and 130 leading exhibitors from 13 countries. The debut even attracted
3,000 visitors from 33 global markets, highlighting its unique industry concept and appeal among
diamond specialists.
Its location in Antwerp, the world’s capital of diamonds, makes CARAT+ a must-attend show for
diamond wholesalers, jewellery manufacturers, brand representatives, fine jewellery designers, buyers
and retailers looking for a mix of loose diamonds and finished jewellery.
New for 2018 is a curated Coloured Gemstones Sector, spearheaded by renowned German gemstone
supplier, Paul Wild, and a dedicated China ‘Guest Land’, bringing leading Chinese manufacturers and
professionals from the Shanghai Diamond Exchange (SDE) to the heart of Europe. This will culminate
in a CARAT+ China Night evening event on 8 May at Antwerp’s iconic Havenhuis, famously designed by
British-Iraqi architect Zaha Hadid.
The popular CARAT+ Night evening event, which attracted more than 1,800 industry professionals,
exhibitors and visitors in 2017, will also return in May. The debut networking party was opened by
Bond girl, model and actress, Caterina Murino, who epitomised the glamour of the event. The CARAT+
team is excited to announce who will open this year’s CARAT+ Night in due course.
Event founder and director, Filip Van Laere, says: “The diamond business has been through a lot of
challenges and changes over the past 15 years, and it is my belief that the sector needs an innovative,
exciting and attractive focal point to express itself with confidence and pride. After all, diamonds are
still the most glamorous luxury item in the world. The next edition of CARAT+ will fill this niche and
present a fantastic opportunity to buy, network and engage with the global diamond industry.
Conveniently timed between Baselworld and JCK Las Vegas, CARAT+ is a not-to-be-missed event at the
heart of Europe’s most prominent diamond centre: Antwerp.”
Moving forward, CARAT+ has ambitions to become the reference in diamonds; offering an annual
meeting place for buying, networking and debating the future of the diamond industry. Partners and
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sponsors joining CARAT+ in 2018 include; Brussels Airline; security expert Brink’s; insurance broker
Driesassur; ABN Amro bank; industry specialist Rapaport; and motor company, Porsche.
CARAT+ takes place on 6, 7 & 8 May 2018 at Antwerp Expo in Antwerp, Belgium. For more
information please visit caratplusantwerp.com. To secure your entrance pass to the event, please
email info@caratplussantwerp.com.
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About CARAT+
Covering the full spectrum of the diamond and diamond jewellery trades, CARAT+ feature four sectors: loose
diamonds, branded diamond jewellery, non-branded diamond jewellery and services for the diamond and
diamond jewellery industry.
Taking place in Hall 1 and Hall 4 of the Antwerp Expo, entry to the show is restricted exclusively to industry
professionals, including diamond and jewellery wholesalers and manufacturers from around the world, and
jewellery retailers from across Europe and the wider world.
About Easyfairs
Easyfairs enables communities to ‘visit the future’ at must-attend events that anticipate their needs and present
solutions in the ideal format.
The group currently organises 218 events in 17 countries (Algeria, Belgium, China, Denmark, Emirates, Finland,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and the United States). Easyfairs also manages 10 events venues in the Benelux, Netherlands and
Nordic region (Ghent, Antwerp, Namur, Mechelen-Brussels North, Hardenberg, Gorinchem, Venray, Stockholm,
Gothenburg and Malmö).
The group employs more than 750 people and generated revenues exceeding €160 million for its financial year
2016-2017.
Easyfairs strives to be the most adaptable, agile and effective player in the events industry by employing
committed individuals, deploying the best marketing and technology tools and developing strong brands. Visit
the future with Easyfairs.
For more information, visit our website www.easyfairs.com
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